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Advanced Positioning Method for Smartphones
— Support of A-GNSS (GPS + GLONASS) and UE-A Positioning —
As the use of smartphone terminals continues to spread,
an increasing number of applications are using location
information making the acquisition of this type of information increasingly important. However, under conditions in
which GPS positioning is generally difficult as in indoor
environments or building-intensive districts (urban canyons), a relatively long time is needed to perform
positioning measurements, and it is not unusual for positioning to fail and no positioning results at all to be obtained.
NTT DOCOMO has implemented A-GNSS positioning and
UE-A positioning to improve the success rate of positioning and to enable positioning results to be obtained even
if satellite-based positioning should fail.
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*1 API: Libraries and other functions that can be used
from an application, provided in a programming
language.
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In general, a certain number of satel-
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lites must be visible to obtain results in

calculations. There is also a type of GNSS

positioning results in an IMCS environ-

A-GPS positioning, but there are environ-

positioning called A-GNSS positioning

ment having indoor base station equipment.

ments in which this number cannot be
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an environment in which the number of
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is insufficient thereby enhancing the con-

(Figure 1).

ing shortens the time required for GNSS
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There are, however, satellite position-

positioning and expands the area in which

This article describes an overview of

ing systems other than the one provided

positioning can be performed through the

the key functions in this advanced posi-

by the United States, such as Japan’s

use of assist data passed from the network.

tioning method (A-GNSS positioning and

Michibiki (quasi-zenith satellite*4), Russia’s

NTT DOCOMO has taken the lead

UE-A positioning) for smartphones with

GLONASS, the European Union (EU)

in supporting not just A-GPS positioning

the aim of making positioning services

Galileo, and China’s Beidou. All of these

but also A-GLONASS positioning (one

more convenient for users.

in combination with GPS provided by the

of the GNSS positioning methods) begin-

United States can be referred to as a Global

ning with its 2013 winter handset models.

Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) in

This means that both GPS and GLONASS

which constituent systems can operate in

satellites can now be used for positioning

a mutually complementary manner. In

purposes. The GLONASS system provides

other words, given a situation in which

approximately 24 satellites, which, when

2. A-GNSS
(GPS+GLONASS)
Positioning Method
2.1 Overview of A-GNSS Positioning
NTT DOCOMO has so far been providing Assisted-GPS (A-GPS)*3 positioning
in its smartphone terminals. The A-GPS

A-GPS Positioning

A-GNSS Positioning

Visible range

Visible range

method delivers data (hereinafter referred
to as “assist data”) that the smartphone
terminal needs for GPS positioning such
as an approximate position (hereinafter
referred to as “rough position”) of the
user obtained from the network and orbital
information on GPS satellites. Assist data

Satellites available for
positioning

A-GNSS
support

Satellites available for
positioning
Number of satellite signals
needed for positioning can
be obtained and positioning succeeds

Number of satellite signals
needed for positioning
cannot be obtained and
positioning fails

helps to shorten the time required for GPS

GPS satellite

GLONASS satellite

positioning and expand the area in which
positioning can be performed [1]. This

Figure 1 Limits of A-GPS positioning and improvement by A-GNSS positioning

A-GPS method performs positioning using

*2 IMCS: NTT DOCOMO’s system that provides
communication environments in places such as
high-rise buildings, underground areas and other
locations where it is difficult or impossible for
mobile terminals to make connections.
*3 A-GPS: A positioning system in which GPS satel-
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lite global positioning data is distributed as assist
data from a network to mobile terminals.
*4 Quasi-zenith satellite: A satellite that remains
over a specific area for a prolonged period of time
by virtue of a satellite orbit that takes on a zenith
(overhead) trajectory. This enables satellite signals

from an overhead point not affected by buildings
or other obstacles to be used thereby improving
the positioning success rate in urban canyons.
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combined with GPS satellites, means that
a total of approximately 56 satellites (approximately 1.7 times the number of GPS
satellites alone) can be used for A-GNSS
positioning. Thus, if a user is in an urban
canyon having a high concentration of
buildings or an area with mountain shad-

(2) Periodically deliver
obtained satellite
information
(4) Deliver satellite
information as
assist data
GPS satellite
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GRN

SLP

GLONASS satellite

Mobile network

ows and the number of visible satellites
needed for positioning cannot be initially
satisfied, using GPS satellites in combina-

(1) Report GPS and
GLONASS satellite
information

(5) Obtain GPS/GLONASS
satellite signals

(3) Request SUPL connection
(request GPS positioning)

GNSS satellite receiving
antennas are deployed
in various regions

(6) Perform positioning calculations

tion with GLONASS satellites makes it
easy to satisfy the minimum number of
visible satellites needed for positioning.

Figure 2 Overview of A-GNSS positioning and network configuration

This approach makes it possible to improve
the positioning success rate even for en-

Network (GRN)*7 (Fig. 2 (1)). The GRN

adaptive processing according to the state

vironments in which a sufficient number

is therefore able to collect satellite infor-

of signals received from the available

of visible satellites has traditionally been

mation from throughout the world. The

satellites: it can perform composite posi-

hard to obtain.

GRN, in turn, periodically delivers the

tioning using both GPS and GLONASS

collected GPS and GLONASS satellite

satellites or independent positioning by

2.2 Network Connection Method
in A-GNSS Positioning

information to the SUPL Location Platform

either GPS or GLONASS. This approach

(SLP)*8 (Fig. 2 (2)). In this way, the SLP

to performing positioning calculations can

An overview of A-GNSS positioning

is also able to obtain satellite information

effectively improve the accuracy of po-

and the network configuration are shown

from throughout the world, and on receiv-

sitioning. Furthermore, while positioning

in Figure 2. The assist data needed for

ing a SUPL positioning request from a

calculations are carried out on the smart-

positioning can be delivered by either the

smartphone terminal (Fig. 2 (3)), it deliv-

phone terminal in this case, they can also

Control Plane (C-Plane)*5 positioning

ers such satellite information to the

be performed on the SLP side. Positioning

method or the Secure User Plane

terminal (Fig. 2 (4)). Here, the number

results obtained as described above can

(U-Plane)*6 Location (SUPL) method [2].

of items of satellite information that can

now be passed to a mobile terminal ap-

In the following discussion, we take up

be forwarded at one time is limited, so

plication so that the user can enjoy a

A-GNSS positioning by SUPL as an ex-

the information to be delivered to the

location information service.

ample to explain the network connection

terminal is narrowed down to that most

method.

applicable to positioning at the terminal’s

3. UE-A Positioning Method
3.1 Overview of UE-A
Positioning Method

To begin with, antennas for receiving

current location. The smartphone terminal

signals from GPS and GLONASS satel-

now uses the satellite information obtained

lites are deployed at points throughout

from SLP to receive signals from the GPS

As described in section 2.1, A-GNSS

the world, and the satellite information

and GLONASS satellites (Fig. 2 (5)) and

positioning is a method that uses assist

obtained by measurements at those points

perform positioning calculations (Fig. 2

data for GPS and GLONASS satellites.

is transmitted to the Global Reference

(6)). In particular, the terminal performs

This method can be further classified into

*5 C-Plane: Transmission path for control signals
such as establishing and disconnecting communications.
*6 U-Plane: A path for the transmission of user data
to the C-Plane, which is a control signal transmission.

*7 GRN: Provider of GPS satellite navigation data.
*8 SLP: The server which performs SUPL communication tasks such as distributing assist data to
SET.
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UE-Based (UE-B) positioning that per-

smartphone terminals such as Android™*9

of base-station areas in which the user

forms positioning calculations on the

handsets preventing any positioning results

can camp. Supporting UE-A positioning

smartphone terminal side and UE-A po-

from being obtained. Some services,

in this way makes it possible to return

sitioning that performs positioning

though, demand some kind of location

optimal positioning results to the

calculations on the server side. An over-

information even if detailed positioning

smartphone terminal according to the

view of UE-B positioning and UE-A

results using GNSS satellites cannot be

environment in which user positioning is

positioning is given in Figure 3.

obtained.

performed.

1) UE-B positioning

2) UE-A positioning

This UE-A positioning method is

In UE-B positioning, assist data

The UE-A positioning method per-

advantageous in that some sort of posi-

obtained at some point in time can gener-

forms positioning calculations on the

tioning results can always be obtained but

ally be reused for a certain amount of time

server side. This means that the results of

disadvantageous in that the server must

to perform positioning. This is advanta-

rough positioning stored on the server side

be accessed to obtain those results. Using

geous from a power-saving point of view

can be returned to the smartphone termi-

UE-A positioning can greatly increase

when performing positioning continuously

nal even if the number of visible satellites

power consumption if used for an appli-

over a short period of time as in tracking.

required for positioning cannot be satisfied.

cation that involves continuous positioning

However, if the number of visible satel-

A rough position generally has an accuracy

as in tracking. It is therefore important

lites required for positioning cannot be

of several 10 m to several km since it

that either UE-A positioning or UE-B

satisfied, a positioning failure will occur in

consists of positioning information in units

positioning be used depending on the type

UE-B positioning

UE-A positioning

Smartphone
terminal

SLP

Smartphone
terminal

SLP

SUPL START (start positioning request)

SUPL START (start positioning request)
SUPL RESPONSE (start positioning reply)

SUPL RESPONSE (start positioning reply)
SUPL POS INIT (assist data request)

SUPL POS INIT (assist data request)
Rough positioning

Rough positioning

Deliver information on satellites
in vicinity of terminal

Deliver information on satellites
in vicinity of terminal
SUPL POS (assist data reply)

SUPL POS (assist data reply)
Get satellite signals

Get satellite signals

Perform positioning calculations

SUPL POS (satellite-signal information notification)

SUPL END (positioning terminated notification)

No positioning results obtained if
positioning calculations fail

Rough-positioning results can be returned
SUPL END
even if positioning calculations fail
(return positioning results)

Perform positioning calculations
Adopt rough-positioning
results if positioning
calculations fail

Figure 3 Overview of UE-B positioning and UE-A positioning

*9 Android ™: An open source platform targeted
mainly at mobile terminals and promoted by Google
Inc., in the United States. Android ™ is a trademark
or registered trademark of Google Inc. in the United
States.
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of service being provided.

3.2 Overview of IMCS Cell
Positioning Method
Given an environment in which GNSS

enables the smartphone terminal to obtain

enable either UE-B positioning or UE-A

positioning results immediately (in ap-

positioning to be designated depending

proximately 1 sec) thereby significantly

on the type of positioning API.

shortening the time needed for positioning.

spread use in smartphone terminals

satellite signals cannot be received as in
a building or underground shopping

NTT DOCOMO Technical Journal

arcade, a smartphone terminal will nev-

The Android OS that has found widegenerally provides two types of position-

3.3 Terminal Application
Control Method

ing APIs: a “single-shot” API for one-time
positioning and a “tracking” API for con-

ertheless attempt to receive those signals

As described above, NTT DOCOMO

tinuous positioning. The single-shot API

over a certain amount of time since it

provides UE-B positioning and UE-A

is mainly used when any kind of position-

cannot determine beforehand whether it

positioning as two types of positioning

ing results is immediately needed and the

is currently located in an indoor environ-

methods with different features. As a re-

tracking API is mainly used to continu-

ment. In such an environment, however,

sult, an upper-level application that needs

ously obtain positioning results at short

it is almost always the case that the num-

to obtain location information must select

intervals.

ber of visible satellites necessary for

the most optimal positioning method ac-

Positioning-method selection control

positioning cannot be satisfied and that

cording to the application’s objective. This,

is implemented as follows. The smartphone

no positioning results can be obtained. In

in turn, means that a smartphone terminal

terminal side initiates UE-A positioning

response to this problem, we have intro-

must be able to designate which of those

when the upper-level application makes

duced IMCS cell positioning as a

two methods to use. For this reason,

a single-shot positioning request. Activating

mechanism for immediately receiving

NTT DOCOMO has implemented posi-

UE-A positioning generates communica-

positioning results even for a smartphone

tioning-method selection control beginning

tions with the server side but guarantees

terminal in such an indoor environment.

with its 2013 winter handset models to

that some sort of positioning results will

An overview of IMCS cell positioning is
shown in Figure 4.
In UE-A positioning, the server side
can search for the smartphone terminal’s
rough position before the latter gets GNSS
satellite signals. This searching process
can be performed in a very short period

Smartphone
terminal

SLP

SUPL START (start positioning request)
SUPL RESPONSE (start positioning reply)
SUPL POS INIT (assist data request)
Rough positioning

of time. The IMCS cell positioning method
can therefore determine whether the smartphone terminal is camped under IMCS
from the results of rough-position searching, and if that happens to be the case,

Judge as IMCS
SUPL END (return positioning results)

If SLP determines an IMCS situation, it immediately returns
the rough position as positioning results; the terminal does
not attempt to get satellite signals

the server will return the rough position
as positioning results and the smartphone
terminal will not attempt to get GNSS

Figure 4 Overview of IMCS cell positioning

satellite signals. This method therefore

14
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be obtained. On the other hand, the smart-

available for positioning over the next few

positioning method (A-GNSS positioning

phone terminal will initiate UE-B

years such as Japan’s Michibiki (quasi-

and UE-A positioning) for smartphones

positioning when the upper-level applica-

zenith satellite), the EU Galileo, and

introduced by NTT DOCOMO with the

tion makes a tracking type of positioning

China’s Beidou. Supporting these satellite

aim of improving the convenience of po-

request. With UE-B positioning, there will

systems in smartphone terminals as they

sitioning functions.

be times when no positioning results can

become available should further improve

be obtained, but communications with the

the positioning success rate.

and UE-A positioning enables positioning

Additionally, since performing posi-

results to be obtained in a more accurate,

In the above way, positioning-method

tioning calculations on the server side has

faster, and reliable manner thereby mak-

selection control enables an upper-level

already been achieved in UE-A position-

ing location information services more

application to select the most optimal

ing, it should be easy to implement new

convenient for users.

positioning method in terms of power

positioning technologies such as Wi-Fi

consumption or positioning success rate

positioning on the server side.

server will be kept to a minimum.
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This support for A-GNSS positioning

depending on the application’s objective.

4. Future Outlook
NTT DOCOMO has achieved an advanced positioning method using Russia’s
GLONASS satellite system with the aim
of supporting A-GNSS positioning. In

®*10

Looking forward, we expect the further evolution of A-GNSS and UE-A
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